VENTURES – Building the Global Glasser Community
VENTURES is an on-line subscription that connects people in the Glasser community and let’s us
celebrate accomplishments, hear about new ideas and be inspired to expand Dr. Glasser’s legacy. Since
it’s inception we have kept the focus global and interviewed people from many countries, on a wide
range of topics. Our new website let’s people find interviews easily, in the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Health
Historical
Innovative Programs
Leadership / Business
Mental Health
Neuroscience
Parenting
Relationships
Skill Building / Tools

Here is a quick look at some of the interviews we have done. And there are lots more to come. We hope
it will inspire you to visit our website for more information and subscription details.
Up Close and Personal with Carleen Glasser – A two part interview about her life with Dr. Glasser,
how they met and stories you will only hear from Carleen Glasser.
Choice Theory in the Correctional System – A fabulous program, developed by Les Triche, in
California, that’s changing lives, drastically reducing recidivism and saving the country millions.
Young People’s Mental Health with Dr. Ivan Honey – Psychologist Ivan Honey is dedicated to
helping young people with innovative strategies like his “game” “Cars R Us”.
A New Way to Address OCD – Dr. Ali Sahebi from Iran, talks about using RT successfully with this
challenging issue and why he left his traditional training behind.
Women: Gifts, Leadership and Self Compassion – Joy Leng from Singapore shares her vision and
perspective on women and her 7 day Self Compassion Challenge.
Chronic Pain Should nor Define Who You Are – Kalikamurti Suich powerfully shares her journey of
addressing her chronic pain with Choice Theory and her perspective as a Yogi.
A Quality School Embraces Sustainability – Juan Pablo Aljure, head of Rochester School in
Colombia, tells the story of how it all began and where they are today – the only Quality School that is
LEED Certified.
Another Perspective on CT in Corrections - Shearon Bogdanovic, is a volunteer in the California
Corrections program mentioned earlier. She shares her powerful experiences as a volunteer.

Effective Leadership with Judy Hatswell – This two part interview explores the many facets of
leadership that lead to success or failure. Judy’s practical and wise strategies are invaluable for anyone.
The 2017 International WGI Board Meeting, – Kim Olver gave an update on what the International
Board is addressing and its vision for the future.
Reality Therapy Past, Present and Future – A conversation with Dr. Bob Wubbolding about the
relevancy of Reality Therapy today and perspectives from different countries and cultures.
The Power of Self Evaluation - Dr. Bob Wubbolding has a new book out about self-evaluation and he
shares some of the secrets to the power of self-evaluation.
The 2017 SouthEast Regional Glasser Conference – This exciting conference featured two keynote
presenters, Dr. Peter Breggin and Robert Witaker, and focused on mental health and the many
challenges that still exist including the issue of medications.
Contemplative Inquiry with Children – Really? –Amarit Marwaha, a seasoned teacher, recently
completed a master’s degree in this innovative area of study. She shares her experience as a classroom
teacher, using these ideas and their powerful ability to offset some of the effects of technology.
An Evolutionary Approach to Total Behavior – Can the concept of Total Behavior keep pace with
what science is now revealing? Dr. Jean Seville Suffield and Lynn Sumida discuss this fascinating topic.
What’s Happening in the World of Quality Schools? Have you been wondering? Bob Hoglund,
Chair of the Glasser Quality Schools Committee in the USA gives an update on their work and desire to
reach and support people who have been on this journey.
In addition to these 30-40 min. interviews, we have a feature called ONE+ in which we interview people
in the Glasser community who are individually making a contribution we want to celebrate. ONE+
interviews are 10 minute bursts of creativity and revealing people’s passion to make a difference.
Serving Special Needs in Kenya with Lois Knapton- Lois was moved to start an assessment
program that has flourished, surprising herself and everyone involved.
Innovation: Taking the Basic Intensive Online – with Ginette Goguen – Ginette’s passionate
desire to make the Basic Intensive, available to more people, led her to create this amazing program.
Choice Theory in Motion with Alex Gittinger – This man who did what many of us wanted to do - he
brought “The Chart” to life. Alex shares his experience of producing this in a dynamic DVD.
2016 International Conference in Seoul Korea with Lynn Sumida and Naomi Lippett – They
share some highlights of the conference where we launched VENTURES
The Reason Why VENTURES was Created with Paul Johnson – Paul was part of the creative team
and he shares why we created VENTURES and what we hoped it would offer people.

